
Math in Information Technology 

Teacher’s Support 

 

Group formation: 

The students take a coloured strip of paper with 3 number codes. The groups form based on the 

numbers. The whole session is organised in the same groups, apart from the kahoot quiz.  

(For kahoot, single students or pairs can join the game.) 

(The answer is 42. The numbers are 101010, 1120 and 222.  

Explanation: 101010(2)=1120(3)=222(4)=42(10)) 

 

 

Charles Babbage designed and started to construct a„proto-computer” to carry out mathematical 

operations. His difference engine could not be put into practice. (Further Task: Why?). The 

invention dates back to 1822. Only fragments of the machine exist. The photo was taken at the 

University of Oxford Museum of Natural History and shows parts the difference engine assembled 

by the invertor.  

Later he invented the so-called analytical engine, another mechanical computing machine. The 

trial version was assembled and put on show at the Science Museum of London. 

The first computer working (ENIAC) replaced the mathematicians who computed trajectories: 20 

hours of manual calculation was done in half a minute with the Electronic Numerical Integrator 

and Calculator.  

The first codes were written in a special form: punched tape, and the first know programmer of 

the world was Ada Lovelace.  

The computers’ mother language is composed of 1 and 0 digits, called bits. 8 bits give 0 byte. 

There are 28=256 different looking bytes. 

In the early decades of computer science the coversion rate was 1024. Later SI conquered Silicon 

Valley.  Work out and compare the old and the modern conversion rates. 

Prefix SI Binary 

Kilo (k) 1 000=103 210 

Mega (M) 1 000 000=106 220 

Giga (G) 109 230 

Tera (T) 1012 240 

 

The 8-inch floppy disk  enabled the storage of 6.2megabit data. How many kB of data is it? 

SI:    6.2 Mbit= 6 200 000 bit=775 000B = 775kB  

Binary:   6.2 Mbit= 6 200 000 bit=775 000B = 756.84kB  

The earliest 5.25 inch disc had a capacity of 720kB, and was eventually boosted up to 1.20MB. 

Express the increase in the terms of binary digits! 

1.20MB-720kB=1 200kB-720kB=480kB=480 000B= 3 840 000 bits [SI] 

1.20MB-720kB=1 200kB-720kB=480kB=491 520B= 3 932 160 bits [binary] 

 

How many 3-inch floppy discs can store as many data  as a smartphone/ iphone?  



A floppy has 1,44MB storage capacity. The data storage in smartphones is measured in gigabytes. 

1GB=1024MB data requires 711,11 floppy disks. [binary] 

1GB=1000MB data requires 694,44 floppy disks. [SI] 

 

Check out this kahoot called 'Maths in IT (2-3-4) 5 min'.  

Here's the link: https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/578f5fd2-8560-4ca1-9bc9-783064db035b  

Kahoot! is a refreshingly new take on quizzing. Combining game-based learning, ease-of-use and 
mobile technology, Kahoot! creates an enchanting social experience, leaving everyone totally 
gripped and absorbed in your content. 

You can get a free account at https://getkahoot.com  

Happy Kahooting! :)  

   
BEE=ACE + 3       15=F 

B+E+E=A+C+E+3      10=A 

11+ 14 + 14 = 10 + 12 + 14 + 3    12=C 

39 = 39       14=E    facebook 

https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/578f5fd2-8560-4ca1-9bc9-783064db035b
https://getkahoot.com/

